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Agrarian ldeas 
Exponential and Digital approaches for countrified and An. 

Thane 
Arts& Commerce," 

Cvnthia Nitin Shinde, Student MSc TI, Shankar Narayan College of Arts &. Maharashtra 

Abstract 
adia is uluade of small villages and toiwus where nlaiy grould-breaking individu show their talents and have a successful conercial profit-making ideas u known as the backbone of our country but still they have less opportuuities tn 

are eager to 
ners ar 

get the right 
and 

amount of eaming. Rural marketing is the chance for all the small scale entrepren 
he 't find any of the 

ucanle zeho wants to try their luck in business areas. It's been a span that we dot't fin 
salesuan near our doors and sell us basic products. The tradition of door to door mar 
been getting erased in our quick way of lifestyle. well now the modern era gives us a uoo 
digitalization we find ourselres very Jamiliar with everything getting digitalized like rictt f 
OT Telations getting social by the mode of online chattig, to our purchase getting digital bu tio 

auline shopping and so on. Online shoppin8 IS mostly in use no0. So the e-commerce basicalu 
needs a good amount of marketing and thus we got the concept of digital miarketing, 

ing is 
use of 

from 

Until now the non-business adninistrates just Understood the buying and selling of vood hu 

offering some good amount of schemes which will attracts more and more clients or cuctass. 
And people just seek for enjoyable offers and discounts. Here the idea of digital marketing are just 
understood by trained and learned entrepreneurs and enterprises. But why this concept is not 

familiar weith the entrepreneur who are having sniall scale business or the entrepreneurs who want 

to increase their business by going online? This question arises to us and we also have some agreed 
and not agreed answers for it, but this do not explains the whole reason why digital marketing is 

still getting recognized by the people. And why it is still not entirely known, learued and cultured 
in the form of actual marketing There is another major concept which is Consumer Psyclhology 
that has been changing due to the change in our living lifestyle. The best and very simple example 
is the TV advertisements which have a changing pattern in it, like when Ads are compared from 
old Advertisements to new Advertisements many aspect will be there which are changed, well sure 
technology is one of the reason for it. But it also shows us that the consumer psychology has been changed so due to that marketing tecniques should also be changed. Again the same questions 
arises whether the snall scale entrepreneurs and business agencies are educated about it or will be they ever get to kuow about the concept of digital marketing and rural marketing? 

by 
Iers. 

This paper will give the observation on consumer psychology, concepts ad traditional marketing and digital marketing. This paper will also review why the smait s scale entrepreneurs are lacking in the techniques and tricks of marketing and digital marketimg. le will unders tand and obsere an approximate explanations and solutions for rural marketung un how 
digital marketing will be synchronized by the rural entrepreneurs. This bric 
lescription, that if digital marketing is used then how the flaws and drate backs of Ti Can be decreased, so by all this the struggling and small scale agencies (1like won teatile and fabrics business or other household business), 

Keywords:- Digital, Psychology, commercial, entrepreneur, marketil 
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Introduction 

When we discuss diseuss meanings tor marketing we mostly tind it's just a delusion of well-formed words, 
phisticated l lines and a better: stretched explanation to achieve peer demands. But, when we come sthe concepts of rural marketing, the whole assumption changes to a very solid process of 

buy 
sand seling or intkow and outlow ot products and services. When we drive to the idea of 

shopping and marketing we agam conme across to the buying and selling of goods, producis 
ands d syices but this time it is online, this gave birth to a very new subject called Digital marketing. 
Dieital marketing is a complete process of using digital media and technology for product and 

seNices promoting. Marketing isa huge process which depends on psychology of consumers. A 

verv fine detinition tor consumer psychology is to understand target group of buyers and then you 
will understand which product to vend or retail where and when. 

Agrarian Tradition 

Source- Wikipedia of Agribusiness and Agrarianism) 

The agrarian tradition is the backbone of a rural background where belong the hard-working, 
independent and talented sons of land. The agrarian society is the one, whose primary source of 
income is through cultivating the land. There are many aspects in the agrarian society in which 

most important is Agribusiness. This is the concept which combines many ideas such as farming 
breeding, processing of seeds, agrichemicals, goods supply and even retailing of agro products. 
When there is business associated with agriculture then the theory of marketing is in need. Due to 

lack of information about marketing and poor resources, many members of agrarian society fail to 

achieve actual success and profit they deserve. 

Agriculture is the oldest means to earn a livelihood in India. Farmers are the prime cultivators and 

are also involved in supplementary activities like poultry, vineyard etc. All these outcomes are 

further processed and get accosted to our homes. Yet, we fail to realize the huge gap between 

production & consumption of goods, which is directly linked with the marketing dimension as 

certain investments and gains takes place in the whole cycle. 

Rural Marketing 

(Source: Wikipedia and the sites like economic discussion, your article library in which rural marketing 

in lndia, article was referred) 

Rural marketing is a platform to encourage the economy of the rural masses by trading and 

retailing the goods and services available in rural areas. Another detinition of this concept is also to 

increase the purchases along with the demand of the products which are not available easily in the 

remote areas. If we have a minute observation, rural marketing gives an opportunity to many 
upcoming entrepreneurs and also gives a new opening for the famous branded products to 
increase their sales although the companies need to understand the tinancial background and the 
choices of the rural folks. Rural marketing provides à display place for all kind of seller's whether 
it is a new entrepreneur or a prominent business person. 

Indian villages are very popular for village haats. A village haats is a setup of small market place 
where farmers come to sell their cultivated goods and products. This market is setup every week, a 
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Darticular day is decided and once in a week there is a small haat (small bazar) 

buving and selling of various go0ds, products and services. The major role in this kind 

is the farmers. Nowadays rural marketing is understood and used by many of the noa 

the famous brands sell their products in the rural market in order to increase maximunm. 

products. A sequence of marketing schemes and strategies is been used for retailing 

products. Mostly rural markets are filled with the farmers and countrified people which 

very less knowledge about new marketing schemes and strategies. 

Now here there is 

Even 
of the 

rious 
a 

Problems faced by farmers and countrified population 

1) Lack of marketing know ledge. 
2) Less use of technology and other informative resources. 

3) Reduced amount of knowledge about the government policies. 

4) No atempt to upgrading ourselves to new technologies and leaning new techniques. 

5) Lots of connectivity issues with world and modern technologies. 
6) Financial burdens. 
7) Lack of knowledge about the new agricultural methods. 

8) Unfavorable weather for farming (low rainfall). 
9) Believe in superstitions. 

10) Depression and suicidal tendency. 
Digital marketing 
(Source: - Wikipedia, Site called digital-skills.in) 
Digital marketing is the process of marketing the product or services using various digital technologies. Digital marketing has proveda very successful process used in marketing and also in increasing sales of nmany products. There are many methods of digital marketing such as search engine optimization (SEO), content automation, social media optimization, marketing, influencer marketing, campaign marketing, data-driven marketing, search engine marketing (SEM),social media marketing, display advertising, e-books, e-mail direct marketing etc. 

content 

As digital marketing best marketing strategy is using social media so this is the reason it has changed the definition of marketing and is better than tradition marketing. But as digital marketing is so useful how many of new entrepreneur knows about it? Are all our local vendors educated about the process of digital marketing? As rural marketing is growing in a noble speed although not many rural public, farmers and beginners in business are achieving profits through it. Digital marketing is can be a used by all the rural area people and the farmers if they are well educated about it. 

Digital marketing can be synchronized with rural marketing by the use of information technology. 
1) Farmers can be guided about new agriculture technologies by social media with the use of Skyp 

and by use of video calling and conferences. 2) Various companies can hold digital workshops and can offer practical sessions. 
3) Short term courses can be provided about marketing strategies and new schemes. 
4) A full explanation of various brands and product can be provided to all the beginners busin 

owners and entrepreneurs. 

5) Small workshop can be organized about using the social media and shopping por tal. 

iness 
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and buy products online on varnous shopping portals this should be professionally 

How 
to sell a 

eplaned 

short 

term courses of digital1 marketing should be provided in rural areas. 

tional products and services if marketed well in urban areas then can make 
ere 

are many 
tradition 

lots of business 
Thesincss. This kind of products should be showcased by using websites, social media soit 

could reach many more consumers. 

ural people are not often connected to world so technologies should be taught to them so the 
sr 
ommunication gap between rural n urban people will be reduced. 

10) 
Small sale business should go online by using online portal 

Every entrepreneur, new and small enterprise, talented businessmen should upgrade their selves 
11) E 

modern IT technologies and marketing strategies 
With 

2 Rural markets can be digitalized with a brief know ledge of digital tec hnologies 
Kur 

13 Basic knowledge about the embedded system such as sensors and automobiles should be 

provided 

14) Concept of using Internet, should be explained and regulated in day to day jobs 

Consumer Psychology 

Source: site called entrepreneur.com) 

its very common when we buy anythng, we think' Consumer when shop the whole decision 

depends on his choices and the choxe depends on lis likes and dislikes and his likes and dislikes 

depends on his inte lkctual and knowledge. This whole conept nerd a very few seconds to get 

tractioned and accumulate a linal resuit to buy a particular product. This whole equation of 

buying profit shopping (a state where customer tos he is in profit atter buying any object in a 

good deal) in a consumers mind is been nianipulated by a psychological theory which is well 

understood by all the big and famous matketin8 companes. 

But are all our new business ow ner, new born entrepteTeur or upxoming talented individual and 

business men educated about them? There are ots consumer psychology manipulating schemes 

and ideas whih are used by many famous businkss j*Tsons and marketing companies. 

Some Psychological pricing strategies 

1) Reducing the left digit by one ( eg. i- 100 is written 9) 

When a consumer fnd out the prke of the produt he thnks of his budget as every person keep a 

monthly plan of his expenditure so everyone has a budget in nind So when there is a budget there 

is also a limit tor numbers in mind of a shopper. For example it the price of the product is 300 and 

if it is showcased as 29 only then there is a psychology that 29 is cheaper than 300 basically our 

subxonscious mind tees a protit in purchasing for 29 This is the tehnique in which let a 

consumers brain think that 29 Is less than 34x) although the value has ditferee but not huge 

ditterence, still our brain approaches for the cheaper value then the other. Many times consumer 

even don't bother to take the remaning change of the money is paid a whole round amount for the 

main price. This kind of tehniques are not well understood by the shoppers and also not 

understood by the new entrepreneurs so there is a problenm in seln of a product and nmanaging 

protit 
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Buy one and get ne free 
This tea is tollowed by amany sthopkvpers thas is a m hee whah let peopke foes w prodit ot th 

aproduct on whsh another proxfuxt s tro and cusom even buy the prdut ia. 

peoduct even if they don t need the produt 1has sttateg gets saxoevstul due to grd hty 
for an extra free prosfuct Currently there are many smart buyen nbo understand this all 

so they don talt tor suah shemes but there ane evem anther whetmes ike fay get the 
Shp r a rta n nd gt he dliery Shp fr certan annt and gt fex copens fr m 

ay fl lhs shp fr ortai nt anl get 25% dit c 

Comparing Price 
When custome go for shopping, they mostly compae peke. quality, quankity and other teute 

This kind of intormation and the pattes of sheypeng of various shopywrs is ten shaded t, 
arkting companis and businss ow e comparing is ost often dow by taey f th 

cusmers For eampke ita wakch of i0 ge is ten lad besides i rapw Rath wilh t 

same toatunen ant agyeoataes then af a first glarse cstom? will compare the owe prked wa 
ith the egemsibe one and buy the kow pd wath ieee cwsdomer companes th product 

only the enge wakh pland benides it ant it with othet at hes in the seop wtih outs te 

oe alfoedabke anl wseful 

Shoyyea Save an otdhuniastn foa sake 1hee sa ne formal nderstanding that sales are ker o 
s to grad ut a: harve gond deals on vaks peohu ts ut tha it the wtke pkt 

about sakes Saln can be very peoditabie for only the produts whh ae greuily need by te 
usta Wel hene te akctng strlgyjst ewolves te altrat ty the sdeer o sales s 

akng the beain thk thut sakee will prov ade all god deals ad shopying ill te profitable 7 
kdles af se saxmal raks ae ko make te that te kefoer skkia compketely sd Even suks 
ne il t make grow th of s ahegp ox hand a a wsy f pebiity s csdoes wll te bk 
Bo te sae bwands dor yeas 

Sicleeos Adetisemen 
lekev asie Audvestis t augr anfluac os the dex ng of uhases 1 t 
arkcng sou awtieef a Balit akating ps8 ly avet 

de in sew spepert, magatepeanghkts t But in odey s ldenty le t may eoyie huve t 
to tead aa wrile iut evoryoe does w a elev o an ae somee fed So sefia 

Tekvsion advetient has a atik oftet ons ll pettem of shopying shggers a plat 
tws afvertwd by lamous a koved 2 a, the te alta set is s 
partla eoact hia in agan &very srong sarktng srateggy ut all tlw asan 

abe to ue it 1hee ay Png staliegses ad varkos aritng fw 
whx h is t d By allmnt all fa comas and marketüng toeESut wen it c t 

wth the othwrs and build a noacenaul buties for the Thse is a teed of okenal ecat 
about all ithe practcal marketing kl whach the new enerises ceud aw fas sag 
basiss sklls 
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ing 
ed of 

protessional 

training 

strePreneurs have complete mtormation about the product and service he/she is 

of some protessional training. So the process of marketing will Ie betlo 
ill there is a need 

amd understood by the all new business owners. Using this kind of knowledge it is easy 

ien d th 

ertormed and u 

ideas using digital 
to app'y 

selling 

marketing. 

n which professional training is beneficial 

Social media marketing. 

marketing 
2 

Content writing and content 

Analyze the marketing products and strategies. 

Online selling and buying knowledge should be progressed. 

Training for understanding online study portals and websites for retailing should be gained. 

Various 
marketing skills and sales skills should be professional understood. 

5) 

Findings 

Brand building is much easier when targeted audience is easy to reach. And by the use of digital 

marketing it is easy to reach out to targeted audience in a short time. So by the use of digital 

marketing many small scale business persons can achieve the quality brand building and 

successful marketing. As rural areas are still learning about the new technologies still digital 

marketing and use of digital technology can be used to solve many problems. Thus seeking right 

education will help the new business person to understand the psychology of consumers and will 

build a new confidence in business. Rural and countrified society can be more beneficial by 

accomplishing new agricultural technologies which will help them to have a successful 

agribusiness. It is said that science and art of today is the technology of tomorrow, so grasping 

knowled ge about new technologies and educating about it is no harm to anyone. 
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